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This paper is concerned with the question of whether
i

individuals who know more about a particular knowledge domain
ace. re domain-related information -more readily than individuals who'
know less about the domain: A conceptual framework is presented that
hipothesizes differences in the memory structure of the
_high -knowledge and lot-knowledge individuals, primarily with' respect
*.to concepts, higher-otdered conceptual groupings, goal structures, -
,and related strategieseAcquiiition lifferences between
highAndaledge and low-knowledge individuals are assumed to. be a

'04./
% function of differences, memory structure, and the primary factor

4

.; involved in the acquisition of domain-related information is assumed °
to..bef.a. process terRAd structural mapping, i.e. ,. encoding input
'information in tertt of one's existing memory-structure. The results'
of six. experiments using male and female college Studaiii that were .

designed to s'ddy various aspects bf the acquisitiOn,process are
repOrted, The AndIngs support the general framettrk and also
emphasize the filitative effeCt of conceptual differentiation and
of context in the high-knowledge individuals., (Author/CTN)
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Abstract
.

. s
This paper is concerned with the question of whether and why inriividu-

400
ale who know more about a particular' knowledge domain acquire domain;

related information more .readily Man individuals who know less abort

the domain. it conceptual framework is presented that hypothesises
. I.

differenCes ins the memory structure of the high-knowledge and lbw.

knowledge indi,vidua4.121; primarily with respect to concepts, higher

ordered Conceptual groupings, goal structures, andreletedstrategies.
Acquisition differences between high-knowledge and low-idioivjedgel indi-

viduals are assumed to be a function o5 diffe renas in memory strutture,
and the prirryary factor/m*100d in the acquisition of domain-rdlated in-
formation is assumed to be a process termed structural mapping, i.e.,
encoding input information in terms of orre's dxistig memory structure.
The result* of six experiments are reported that were designed to study

various aspects of the acquisition.process. 1'he findings support the '.., a
general framework and also empfitsize the facilitative effect of concep-

tual differentiation and of context in the high-knowledge individuals.
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'PROCESSES to ACOLILSITION IN INDIVIDUALS W iTH . .

HIGH AND LOW BASEBALL KNOWLEDGE: THE FIRST INNING
%

,...# _,
/ .

;."" ' garri L. aChiesi, George Spilicti,: and James F. Voss

, .

Learning .Research and Develbpment Center
University of Pittlpurgh .

t t 6

.. : . , _. ,
.. It apparently is a widely held belief that experts in a particular

field are supe riot* td 'non:ex'perts in acqurrihg. field.;elatbd informa-,
tion. *White our deity .experiences confirm this intuition, cognitive ---
psychologists have not systematically delineated the conditionsunder

which this insertion may or may not be title, no have they identified
.

the proceises underlying it. The prisent research is addressed to
.. .

three questions about the presumed facilitative effects that previously'
acquired linowledge has upon learning: (a) Do experts in a particular
lambs/ledge domain acquire domain-related information more readily

.. I
e.

than non-experts' (b) What theoretical menhplisms may. account for
these diffezencis? (c) Wgat are the general implications of this line
of inquiry for theories ofacquisition and transfer? '

... ;., ..
- The approach of the present research is contrastive, i.e. , we ' .

isolated two groups of individuals, a high-knowledge (HK) group and a
7 .

law-knowledge (LK) group. and then compared their performances

under a variety of task conditions. Such an approach, has been em-

/ ployed effectively in studying perforinance differences"of individuals

baying good or pooiLleading comprehension test scores (Perfetti &
. ,

Lesgold. In pressk of individuals having highs or low verbal high.

or low quantitative aptitude (Hunt. Lunneborg, & Lewis, 1975); and of
. experts and non-experts In chess (Chase & Simon, 1973a, 1973b;

i (----

1

de Groot, 1966) and "Go" (Reitman. 1976).
.,

. A
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The knovriedlie domain we selected for our work was baseball.'
Argumentikcouid be raised, of course, for and against the use of almost

any domain; but we chose baseball because we felt it had a number of
desirable qualities!: Since the game is such a part of the American cul-
ture, we thought that most individuals would have at least a basic vocabu-

,
lary of the game; thus making it relatively easy to identify both a high-

..

icesetedge population and a low-knowledge population that would be
.

famftiar with the game. Also, since baseball information varies con-
. r

siderably in complexity and form, i.e., it consists of concepts ant
definitions, events. lists, rules, etc., we felt that the acquisition of
basebaWrelated informationcould be studied via the lure of standard,

,,acquisition paradigms.

This report consists of three sections. In the first, the theoreti-
cal framework for the,present research is presented. The second sec-
lion cOntains, the descriptions of a number of experirneas. .In the third

section, implications of the research are discussed. .

ConCeptual Framework

'Differences -of Memory Structure

_ I Conceptual structure. We would expect that (of necessity) HK
i

.
individuals .are able to define more.baseball-related terms than LK

'individual-a. The more important factor, however, is the difference

oin conceptual structure that may be hypothesized for HK and LK indi-
s.

vilduale. 3..
. ' . .

t . .. r 1

i 1 ' .., -
114,tho present work, the efittly of the acquisition of baseball

'^, knowledge is 'restricted primarily to e acquisition of game-related
. litgormation., The work is thus not co erned with issues such as
4nowledge of Warns, players, and basehtil "trivia." The paper also
Tisinot primal-fix concerned with the question of how "high knowledge" in
,a glen domain as developed, althoilgh the Moue is considered briefly

. -
.: later in thevipes, ' X
i
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We assume that the meaning of a concept consists of the total

jet of relations of that particular concept to all other concepts. This

positioh is consistent with some linguistic theorists (e.g., de Saussure,

1959; Lyons, 1961:# and with'the position that memory structure contists

of conceptual relationships (Mopre.& Newell, 1974; Winograd, 1972),

With respect to the nature of the relations/between any two concepts,

consider an example involving the shortstop and the second baseman.

On a double play, the player of one of the two positions may field a

groundfball while the'other person covers second base (which person
4

dotes which act depends, for the most part, upon where the ball is hit).

In a similar masmes, when a runner from first base tries to steal sec-
.

ond baser one player may cover second base while the other "backs

him up" or maintains his position (which person does which depends

'upon a number of fActors, such as whether the batter is right - handed
.

or left-handed). Thus, ?under one set of conditions (double play) onb

gelation exists between the second baseman and shOrtstop, tut under

another sat of conditions (the attempted steal.of second base") a differetst

relation.'e*ists. What we igthat HK individuals know more rein -
.t

limas that exist between any two baseball concepts than LK individuals

know.

The position outlined thus far points to an important difference in

the cognitive structure of HK and LK individuals. While both may know

that a shortstop is "a player who is positioned on the left side of the in-

field." the conceptual knowledge of the HK individual goes'well beyond

?TheTne relation between any two concepts could be.consiaerecl within
graph theory notation (Anderson, 1976; Rumelhart & Norman, 1975).
Essentially, the highknowledge individual is assumed not only to have
more nodes in hie/her memory structure, but more linkages between
any two, concepts (nodes), with each linkage conta g a node or set

"nodes that depicts the condition under which that p iculax relation .

hold*.
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this definitional knowledge, and"the memory structure at the HK indi-

vidual includes knowledge of relations such as how the shortston inter-

acts with the players.of other positions under particular sets of condi-
acne. The position outlined also leads to the important conclusion that
concepts tend to be more differentiated in the HK individual than in the

LK individual. Since the HK individual knows more of the relations be-
tween any two baseball ,concepts and the conditions under'whicb a given

relation exists, a/he is able to differentiate any two concepts more
readily than the LK individual becaist the coed Sons specifying a'givett

concept are more likely to be known by the HK individual. For example,
.

while both the HK and LK individual are able to define the term "bunt,"

the HK inovidual liable to differentiae thi concept of "bunt" from that
of "sa*Crifice" (or other concepts) because s/he lungs when a "bunt" is

or is not a "sacrifice" and when a "sacrifice" is or is not a "bunt."
The LK individual, however, may not be able to differentiate the con-
cepts of "bunt" and "sacii$4-^e'treadily baitute s/he does not know the
relations of each of the two Cricepts thatenable the concepts to be dit-
ferentieted.

Gr'oupins of the concepts.

conceptual structures of ilk and

ferences of conceptual groueng,
memory structures. .

Having postulated differences inthe

LK individuals, we now consider dif-

i.e., differences in higher ordered

Chase and Simon (1973a) suggested tha! the superiority of chess

masters in recalling gameboard positions may be attributed to the fast
that the chess master has in mimory many more patterns of chess
piece configurations (that ate encountered in actual games) than the
chess novice has. Similarly, we assume that baseball experts have

patterns of baseball-related information in memory. However, we
assume that'the patternit in memory art temporal as well as spatial.

We shall call a pattern that exists at any point intirne during the
playof 'a baseball gamete situational pattern. Thus, the team at bat

4

8



. .

,may have runners on first and third belie with two out, and Ball 3 and

Strike 1. on the batter. The situational
4

fact that the game is in the last half of
is 2-1 in favor of the team. in the field,

pattern also may include the

the eighth inning, that the score
that the pitcher is a left-handed

st-ball pitcher, that the batter is a fair hitter and has the reputation
of being a good, bunter, etc. Thus, any informations in that particular

situa titt that is rele'vant to the play.and potential outcome of the game

is regarded as situational information, and We shail define the relevant

components of any given situation as the/parameters of the situation.
It is quite reasonable, then, to postulate that HK individualst have more

situational patterns in memory than LK individuals, and that for any

given situalion, the HK individual typically has a much more detailed
kncrytclge of its rarameters than the LK individual.

The idea that the HK individual has a greater knowledge of situa-
tional components than the LK individual is analogous to the previously

poquiated difference in the conceptual stricture for HK and LK indi-
viduals; whereas concepts are assurnedto be more differentiated in the
Hli than in the LK individual because of a more highly dovelOped rata-

structufss, conceptual groupings are alit; held to be more highly
differentiated in the HK individual becatise of a more highly developed...t..- .
conceptual structure,"highly developed in the sense that the gnowledge"
of the components of any situation is greate; in the trK individual than
in the LK individual. nt,

Going one. step farther, a baseball game kirdcally involves a transi-,

Lion from one situation to another, a transition that takes place because
of the occurrence of a partictilar action or event. Thus, with respect
to the situation outlined in the previous ilaragraph. the batter may hit a
triple, driving in two runs, and the home tearngoeahead 34. In other
words, a new situation exists as the results of a particular action. We
'shall refer to such patterns as situation-actionsituation (SAS) sequences.
'We further postulate that not only does the HK individual have a greater

.4
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knowledge of the iararneters of any'situation than the 'LK individual, as

mentioned above, but the HK person knows rnore.actions thatm;y occur

in any given situation and knows more of the effects ihit particular ac-

. tions may have in liroducing new situations.
. - ./ ..It is clear that the cone of SAS structures bears a strpng

resemblance to other concepts used in current theorizing such as

11

_

scripts. (e. $., Schenk & Abelson, 1977) and schema (e.g., Rumelhart
& Ortony, 1977). However, we shall use the,expression SAS sequence

because it is quite useful in aeskribing event sequallies of a baseball
, game. .

0
Before continuing, we shall conside another aspect of the rela-

e .

tion of the present formulation to other 'work, amely, the use of the
--jelicept of chunking. Folloviing de Groot (1966), Chase and Simon

(197ta;197314 centered their work on the notion of chunk*, arguing
that the expert chess player not only has more chunks of information
Urnemory, .i. e. , more represenlations of frequently encountered pat-

terns of chess pieces, buKhe expert also has larger chunks and is per;
haps able to access the chunks more quickly than the navice. Chase

and Simon further argued that, the importance of the chunk ip related to

processes of short-term memory; the.expert is better able to recall -,
.4 .

the pieces of a game-related chess board because s/he is able to chunk
r

Lthe information more readily in shoit-terrh memory. ,.

. Recently, however, the Chase tad Simon interpretation has been
quffstioned. Frey and Adesman (1976) doubted whether there was any

significant short-term memory involvement in the performance of the
chess expert,. emphasizing instead the role of long -term memory. A

.
similar question was raised by Charness (1976), and Reitman (1976t-t,

racy questioned the usefulness of the chunking concept in the game
. %

context because she found difficulty in delineating a chunk, i.e., par-

ticular pieoes were a-oral/times members of two different chunks.
..

-_,

I
610 Ora 4

.

.r.t.
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As the reader may have noted, our analysis h a not included
either an analysis of short -term memory operation dr a'discussion

t
of chunking. We have refrained from using short-term memory con-
cepte because our work is presumed to be primarily rela-ted to long-
term memory differences. HoWever, with respect to chunking, we

would maintain that each gaMesituation is, in a sense, a "chunk*"
with "chunk" defined as an interrelated set of situational components.

geneFally chunk size is presurfied to'be bigger for the HK individual

than for the LK in"dividuat for, baseball-related InforMation becausec,
-

as previously stated, the Mc individual knows of more components that
'

are involved in any given situation. Our conception of a chunk thus is

basically one of conceptual interrelatedness and not a memory capatity
parameter independerit of content."'

With a chunk vi/wed in this way, we would expect that the move-.

ment from chunk to chuidc for the HK indMishstl would be a relatively

smoothly flowing operation compared to that.of the LK individual. In

our analysis, SAS sequences would constitute an'exarnple of chunk-to.

\chunk movement and, because HIS individuals are assumed to have a
more complete and accurate knowledge of such contingencies, HK

' person would be expected to access successive chunks more readily

than the LK peretti. Viewed in a general way,' this 'position suggests
that for the HK person the account of a baseball game is a relatively

continuous flow of information, but for the LK kridilridual the account

condists of relatively discrete units of information that may be difficult
to relate to each o ther.

Goal structures and strategies:, Since baseball is an- adversary
game in which each team attempts to score 'runs and prevent the other

team from scoring runs, the game has a strategy component in which
particular steps are taken by each team to help accomplish its goal.

. While scoring runs ie the primary goal,,othe team at hat, accomplish-.
ing this goal often takes place via the attainment of a number of sub-

7 1
If.. P.

.
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, goals, e.g., advancing a runner. Similarly, there are sulk-goals for

the team in ase.n the field, , picking a runner offb Because accom-

oilskins goals often takes place via the attainment of sub-goals, teams.
employ pa titular strategies in given situations that are .dbeiglied to
attain a su -goal, is the, hope that obtaining the sub ;goal will help te°

.accomplish the goat. .

f
Tile use' of strategies fit baseball is highly situation-dependent.

Thus, in a, given situation, a particular strategy may be selected, that
is-designed foProduee amore desirable situation via the occurrence
of sometaction. For example, a runner on,first base (part of a situa-
tion) may try to steal second base (action) in order to bi in "scoring

1,e

position (neve situation). In this case, the sub-go eLis to glee to second

'base and the seratgy Consists of trying to steal 00v:1w:these in order to'
increase the likelihood of accomplishing the goal of scoring a rz.ta, What

we postuIate regarding knowledge and use of strategies should be rea-

sonably obviobs, namely, that HK individuals have a knowledge of tore

strategies and have a more extensive knowledge of when particular
strategies are typically used. Furthermore, the HK person.wouldbe
expected to have a greater IcSowledge of the likely success of particular

.
strategies. Thtte, the HIS Person is assumed to have a greater knowl-

. or;
edge than the LK peison with respect to number and type of sub-goals,

. t.

in what aitliatione the attainment of particular sub-goals rtey be desire-
ble, the strategies used to produce the sub-goats, and the likely effec-

.
fiveness of the strategies. . i -, . ,

1 ,

. . e ... .
,

The present formulation is, of courser, ,related.to research on .,

goal structures In proyini solvitig (e.g., Greer:0, 1976: 'Simon, 197S), 1
i

In problem solving, sub-goals are achieved, for example,' as steps '1',
taken in a;'"meane-ends analysis." In a similar way, our.fo kation

of a goal structure emphasizes the idea dr sub-goals and the one

needed to attainhitem. However, suite sub-goal sqectio e-
bail tends to be so highly contingent upon the situation, and 'eh

. ,. . 5
. .

1
el'..*-

' .,,, 1-

- if
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particular strategies and actions may hot produceithe desired outicogre,
.. I -- . . .

the selection iofsuptgoals is a process of continual re-avaluation and
revisioi. Id other wands, a specific setol.umqves" such:as found in

.ther Tower of Hanoi poblemiglitiont-T975)s difficult to execute hi the.. ,.

hhaeball con *xt because the outcome of any particular action (the new
a

_ situation) ma be an.oujcome other than the desired one and a modifi-
.. a,

Coalthe teal structure is thed desired.
-,? .4 .r .

. Withou belatorinethe point, we do viaut also to note' that the
.-. , .

gain* sjivations sbidied"to the present time have involved adversary
I,

.
i

gamei(chessaitsi 'Wo"), which. are structured in relatiozi\o successive

I.
. . .. -

moves, sti.ateigies, etc. Baseball, hovfevef, has a p,articiilar element
tlta4t reads to potentially greater level of uncertainty involving succes-.

. ._ ..
i

sive stags than the level found in games such as chess,, In other words,
.

.,,
in baseball one mutt deal with tke yray,utheball bounces; 1'

. -.

lt ' t
. Befor4oing on, It may be noted that the analysis outlined thus.

.

. s

J
.. far suggests a hierarchical struc,ture I, e., an individual learns base

i 1 . t
allconcepa, gradually addipg new concepts, and establishing knowl

1.. .' 4 4 4 , 4. f
edge of the relationramong the concepts, Then, as these relations .

. . v.....

t are being acquired, the individuatasshnilatas the relations into higher-

' ordered .structures. Finally, the individual is able to identify ti;ecom- .4..._ ...

. ,

a

a

.
ponents of the situatioh that enable judgments to be made regarding 00,..A

,
strategy and learns when particula; strategiis may or"'may not work:' ;

However, while this development of knowledge appears to consist'of a I
series of steps, it does not follow.that the lower levels must beimighly
developed in order for the upper levels to exist.. In particular, weo
would argue 'that LK individuals posses .'I inulti- level'itructure arch

as that described; b'ut the structure is much joss developed and is
relatively simplistic compared to that cif,die EX individuals. For

example, in a number of situations, the LX parson niay,see1ps the

.only strategy, "Hit a home:run. Vita person sloes have the goal 4. ut
A

scoring runs in mind (goal structure) and dots have I strategy in mind
4.

A

: 1
t:t4r.

,t
4 /I , 9 1

.
.

4
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(swing :hard), but the person may not knoW thdt in a particular situation
'

it may be better to bunt (e.g. the pitcher is batting with runners on
first and second base, one out be le a oor hitter, and has not hit a
home run in four years). Thus, the diff enc4.4h structure of the 111c.

tad LK individuals is presumed to be a difference of degree, not type.
,

Memory Structure and theAcquisition I'rocess

Wp have postu,lated differences in the memory structures of NK
t

and I1< individuals, and Experiment 1 of the present paper involves an

.attempt to demons trate structural differences inIiK sad LK individuals,
as described by multidimensiogal scaling (MDS) techdiques. We would
expect that the_Dostatated 's e'tructural differences should'provide some
idea of why Hindhn uals_metbe silt:to acquire baseball-related in-

formation more readily than LK individuals, and this issue is now cone.

4

sidszed. We,

Our assumption is that the most importanefactor that diffirenti-
stets tictaisition in the INK and LK individuals is a process wd shaft

tend structural mappings We have assumed that baseball-related con-
cepts and groups )f concepts of the HK individuals are more highly

differentiated than those of LX individuals, and we would therefore

expect ett new informathiecan be related more readily to highly dif-
ferentiated concepts than to less differentiated concepts. 'This procesli
o( identifying new information in terms of one's existing memory struc-

4

ture is :1U-cloture( mapping".

. We assume that information is 'acquired more readily in 111( than

in LK individuals because the more highly developed and differentiated

structure of the HK individual enables him/her to map more new info r-

Mation Gniq his/her existing memory structure, primarily- because
identificatioit of more new information is possible. In a general sense
then, the INK individual la able to provide meaning to input Information

10

*1 4.
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more readily than the individual, bezel:tie s /he "knows

more," but because whir s/he knocfs is highly differentiated.
N..,

As an example, consider ;a situation in which there are runners

on first%and third base,' two out, last of the eighth, etc. Since we have

assumed that the HK individual has a knowledge what components of

the situation are especially cogent to the outcome of the garnet, we w'ould

expect that as s/he hears or Beis the description, the specific pararne-
tors of that particular situation are mapped onto the 'structure, i.e.,
how many outs, on whicOasle(s) there may be a runner(s), etc: The

sequence of mapping is not taken to be important; what is hriportant is ,-t
that the.HK individual maps more parameters onto his/her memory

t
1.

1.

:
structure than the LK individual does...

-

The present formulation is related to other work that assumes

that knowledge is acquired via identification of compoitents of onus-

dons: our formulation is essentially one of pattern matching find thus.
is quite similar to formulations such as the EPAM (Stirlen & Feigen-

baum, 1964) and SAL (Hintztnan; 1968). What'shOuld be mentioned,
however, is that bAurforrnulation, the HK individuals tyiiizalty map
morn.paramiters of a given situation onto, the memory structure than
the LK indfflikals because of the previously mentioned differences in.

the memory structure;
.

The idea that knowledge is acquired via a structural mapping ,

process leads to a nurnIrr of hypotheses about conditions under which
. P ,AOHK perfruance should be superior to Lit perform/ca. Since doges

cepts are isiunted to be more highly differentiated i HK
e.- 4

HK individuals would. be-expected to be superior to LK individual", is
:

linking new information to existing baseball concepts. This hypothe-

sis is tested in Experiment 2.
I

Another hypothesis involves a verificaiion atilt:notion that IfIc
4

individuals have superior knowledge of SAS sequences* j a given

o.
11

w.
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situation is per esented and one is atikid to tell what is likely to come

thefIK persbn should makeincire statements ththi the LK indi-.
viedual ,isibreo;er the predictions made by the.HK individuals should

be more related to tne'gameis goal structures. This hypothesiewak-7.
.

tested in,ExPeriment 3.
,

OufbrmulatiOn also 'tads to the hypothesis that in an immediate
memory task iq which a description of a baseball-related episode is
provided, HK- retail ihciuld be superior to LK recall when the sequences

are examples o thoep typically found In the account of a baseball game.
However, iithe,biseball 1;4:wit:Att on is not consistent with standard

iccounts of.gamhe events, or mien the information' is not baseball-
.

related; we would expect that FIX and LK recall shottld be quite simi-

lar. This hypothesis is'tested is Experimtnt 4.. (This paradigm is. _

similarlo the dipihrogto 1966, and-Chase and Sitstbn, 1973a, work on

the recall of chess pieces, ), .

,, - Another:hypotliests is that, 'in general, liK individuals utilize
. -context much mote thin LK individtials in recalling game-related infer-,

ma' Hon. "Sincevre have postulated that HK indisiiduals have a superior
. knowledge of SA.10kluencetty we would expect that If presented with aq

. . . .

, ,
.44

. .
account of a series pf events, cueing with the initial event(s) of the; . s 1 ,. .

1
41,'sequence would produce stveridr recall in 1-1K indWiduals of the subse-

4,

quest events of.the episode. This result is expepted, of course, on
.r.

the greistufs that the HK igdiviatt:al is able to map the sequence of events

ionto hee/her mstribrystructure'and.is thus able to recall the events
because of the lo?owledge of the relations of successive events. These

? .1 1
notions are tested in Experknent 5.. ,.' .. ,. ' v

Finally, the rest experini4nt (6 and 6A.) involved presentation of

n fictitious play -by ;ploy account'of a baseball game, find a number of
v

g;hypbtheses were Le tea. One manipulation involved presentation of

,

*

.*
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game-related
,

icikeitnartien,as. well as "color" tnformition,3 and testing
-was conducted nbt 0017 at immediate recall, but also 'at delayed recall.

. These t;acrivaniPiaitons.thueprovidefl-tor testing the hypothesis that
...

.,4r Hk.iodimiduels will retail, garde-related information better than LK
N. # ,., .

individuals, but that the same results will not occur for color)nforma-
. -

don, and the hypothesit,thaiIiK individuals would be superior to LK ,

indiOlduata for baseball-related information not only in immediate. . .. . ,
recall; but in delayed recall? .

)'1

S.

Summar* of Experiments

The participants were college students who were

two popUlatiOns representing different semesters of the school year,

From each population, 48 qualifying students agreed to participate.
The criteria fol. selection and the nature at the populations were as

-
follaws.

selected from

Population 1. Thiring the Winter Term of 1976(listuary-April).
a 40-question bfseball!test that we developed and the firlgt,questions
of the Davis Reading Test (Form 1A) were administered to apiroxi-.
rnately 100 students frorr &el./adversity of Pittsburgh and Chatham

College. The baseball test consisted of completion questions. that
.

primarily tested pielsknowledge of the terms and principles of the
game. There were no rnrivia" questions', nor were thitmany questionts
pertaining to particular teams or players. Students were given 20

minutes to complete each test." Students who scored 35,points or more
on the baseball test and those who scored 24 points or less were iivitecl

to participate for pay in the experiments. The 24 HK subjects who
a. ,4

, I .
3A sports commentary usually has two components--a play-by-1

play account of the gafne in. progress had "color" comments. The lat-
ter involve information that is of a general background nature and is
not directly related to the gam'ii.

7
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. $A A r,
agreid to participate had a mean score of 3 = .34SD = 1. 51,, on the

.?-
.. .

baseball test. The HK group contained 21
Ps:

3 women. the Z4

'IF

t

LK subjects had a mean score of 56.63, 44. The la gro.up.. contained 2 men and Z2twoinen. The se reit on the Davis Reading rest

were 24.50, SO = 5.70, for the I-IK sub acts and 21.33, SD = 6.40; for
the LK subjects.

Population Z. During the Fall' erm of 1976 (September-Decem-

imrl, the same tests weretadminiat red to approximately 200 students
of the same institutions. Students ho scored 38 points or_more and

4
those who scored zo points or les 'were invited. to participate.. We

-wassImarreit
attempted to reduce the confound'n,1 of sex and baseball knowledge by

attaining more women te serve' as 4.1K subjects aid more men to serve

as LK subjects. The,24 HK suijefts. (1.9 men and 5 women) had a mean

I

score of 39.04, SD = .65, on the baseball testA while the LK subjects
1... .

' (7 men and 17 women) had a mean sootoe of 17:33 SD '=. 4:03. The IIK
. ..

group had a Davis Test mean spie of-22.58, SD = 4.12, and the LK '

group had a mean score of 23.13,1 SD = 6..87. Finally,' in the descrip-
. ../ -

tion of each experiment. the Subject population (1 or 21 and the number., . , .
41R Y . ai,.
-.of subjIcts are de' signated. An. all eiperirbents except I ant? la, one-.

4
hal.4 of the subjects were LK and one-half were HK. (Willie, unfor-N....
Wiwi*, sex and knowledge conditions were to sbme dtgree con-

q .
. TOtinded in the present studlis, the fact that in a number of instances

no significant differences were obtained in the high- and low-knowledge
. -

groups for non - baseball tasks suggests that the sex differences did not

play a significant role-in the present research.)
ar

F
... ;

Experiment /

Expetriment 1 was designed to study whether'conceptual

ences in Mc and LK individuals could be demonstrated via the use of

mulifdimensinnal scaling (MOS) procedures. Such"procedures have

been previously 'employedlo study concept structure (e.g., Henley.
l' &9; 1.10/ria,14 Omohuhdro, 1977: Rips, Shoben, Se Smith, ms), 4 ,

,
14
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One of the most important appects of the game of baseball is that
. .

there are two teams,,erch having nine players, with each player play-
ing a particular position. During a game, the players interact in a
variety of ways in order to accomplish goals and sub-goals. From
the previously outlined rationale, one would expect-that EX individuals.

-
would have a greater knowledge of such interactions than LK individuals

and that if asked tot rate the player positions with regard to the extend
,

the players of the positions interact with each other,. liK individuals

should produce judgmeits that differ from LK individuals in at leant two

ways. First, HK pertiofis should be more donsistent in their judgments,
Second, HK individuals should be more discriminating with respect to:

the relations among particular positions as, for example, the grouping.
of pitcher-catcher, infielders, and outfielders, Since we did suggest
that the memory structures of HK and LK individuals were dikerent
indegree and not is? type, hm`vever, it was not clear a priori whether

the HE and LK individuals would differ in the particular MDS dimension

obtained for the judgments of the concepts..
4

In addition to obtaining judgments with respect to position inter-

action, we also obtained judgments of.position similarity. 'While this
difference in instruction is relatively small, we expected that HK indi-

viduals would produce more consistent judgment across instructional

conditions than .1.1.individUals because the judginiints of the former

,would reflect a more stable underlying memory structure,

4 We thus used MDS techniques to determine whether BK and LK

individuals differed In how they rated the nine baseball positions

(ISCER, CATCHER, I st BASEMAN, 2nd BASEMAN, 3rd BASE-

MAN, SHORTSTOP, LEtTFIELDER, CENTERFIELDER,RIGHT4-

FIELDER) Under two sets of instructions, , In one case, subjects were
. -

asked to rate how frequently a player at one position interacted with. ,
the player at each other position on defensive plays, while in the sec-

.,
ond case the nine positions were rated with respect to"their similarity,

.

a somewhat more vague instruction.

15 '19
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Method-
t

'Subjects. A sample of 45 individual, (24 HK and 21 LK) from
lo

. , Population 2 participated in this experiment.

$- . Procedure. I nthe, positiOn interaction (PI) teak, partiCipants

were presented with the lower half of 1 9"x 9" matrix in which the
rows and Columns were labeled.with the names of ths baseball positions.

The participants were asked *fill in each block Of the matrix with the
number indicating what percentage of the time the two players inter-

. acted on defensive plays: 'A 9-p+int,scale was used where 9 equalled
.

between 88% to 10.0% of the time, 8 equalled between 77% to 88% of the

time, 7 equalled between 66% to 77% of the time, etc. Approximately

20 minutes *ere given to complete the task.
. - .

The position similarity (PS) ratings were performed approxi-
matelyniately one week later. Participants were again presented with the
lower half of the 9" x 9" matrix, with two new random orders of posi-
tion

.

names employed along the rows and twanew random orders

occurring along the columns. One-half of the participants &cc eived

, each new random order. They were asked to fill in each block of the
rnatrtx using a 9-point number scale, With the numbers indicating the

degree of similarity, 9 denoting as similar as possible, 5 as ncimore
similar than dissimilar, and I as dissimilar as possible. The remain-
14 numbers denoted intervening, orderedludgments. Apprairmately

,
20 minutes were given to complete the task.

Results: Experiment 1

Figures IA and lB present the three-dimensional solution for the
MK individuals in the P1 tank. [Figure' IA presentka plot of the first

.1 -
(horiscintal) and second (vertical) dimenshuse of the solution, while

Figure lB presents a plot of the first (horipcu(tal) and third (vertical)

dirnonsiOns..] 'The MDS procedtir, employed.was Carroll and Changes

(1970),INDSCAL

,
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Two aspects of the data should be noted. ,the nature of the dimen-
.

lions and the pature of the clusteis. Realizing that naming dimensions
is s sdhjective exercise, we termed the first dimension as functional die:,
tree along a line from home plate to center,field. The second dimen-:,
sion was taken to depict functional distance from the interaction of the

infielders. and the third dimension visa regarded as baseball field
symmetry, Figure,also indicates (eat there was a ditifinct cluster.
ing of pitcher -cats er, the infield positions, and the outfield positions.

Finally, one ca t help but be struck by Figure 1B with respect to its
'close approximation of actual baseball pos;itioni, with the exception of

the location of the pitcher. However° in a ba4ball game the pifeher

interacts more with the catcher than With the infielders and the pitcher
is related functionally more to home plate than the catcher, thus making
the-pitcher's location on the horizontal axis quite' reasonable, With

respect to the variance explained, the three-dimensional solution ex-
plained 72%. (The variance explained by the one -'dimensional and two-

dimensional solutions was 40% and 57%, respectively, )

Figure ZA and, 2B present.the three-dimensional solution of the

task for the LK groats,' As with the HK subjects; the first dimen-
sion appears to be a functional distance along home plate to center

field dimension, although the ordering of positions along the diinen-

sion is less clear than in the HK data.. The second dimensiOn repre-
sents a symmetry dimension, while the third dimension represents a
functional distance from infield dimension.' The variance accounted

for by the three-dimensional solution for LK data was 46%. (The one-

dimensional solution accounted for 23% and the twoLdisnensional solu..

tion accounted for 36%. ) .

Comparison of the HK and LK solutions thus indicates that the

judgments of the HK subjects are more consistent than the `LK juclg-
.

manta, that the HK data cluster more with respect. to

the three bank position groupings, pitcher-catcher, infielders,. and

18'
24
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s
ouifiel re, and that while theirst dimension of the HK and LK spades

.

is quite similar, the second and third dimensions reversed for the
two groups.

It is possible to test the relations of the HK and LK dimensions
'by dorreiating the cohdinate values of the positiOns along a particular
dimension of the HK space with the coordblate values of the correspond-

ing positions along a dimension of,the LK space. By correlating the

coordinates of each dimension with each other dimension, one obtains
the matrix found in the upper left of Table I. These correlations show
that a substantial relationship exists for the first dimension of the HK
and the LK space, and substantial correlations are also shown that indi-

cate that the second and thirI dimensions are reversed in the HIS and
LK spaces.

0

Table 1

intereorieladon Matrix of Experiment 1
. .

s

. Position Otracdon
Dimension

HK

Ppsition Similarity
Dimension

fiK

LK
1

2

3

'1 2 *.` 3

.96 .18 .24
. .27 ,14 ".8700

.09 .84 .27
LK

1

2

3

1 2 3

030 .04 .08
.29 '.97' .03 ,,

,, .19 ..07 ,, 91
Pi and PS Correlations* HK

PI

"PI and PS Conelations LK

Pi

PS

1

2

3

1 2 3

.59 .900° .00

.84 .32 '.04 ,

.03 14 .02
PS

1

2

3

1 2 3

.47 .00 .49

.89 .37. .29

.06 .29 .25

.0 Sig. at 01 level (r =.798.4'3)
g.

An advantage of the IND$6AL procedure is'that it permits a

albite analysis to be conducted that treats the experimental subjects
as objects in multidimensional space. This analysitt produces a plot

Ih.which each subject is represented as a point in.ninItidimensional
4 el
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space, with each polo', weighted accordinfto how that particular sub-

ject responded' with respect to the dimensions of the object space. .
The advarirOgif 4 this procedure:is that tBe two groups of individuals,

in this case the HK and LK.subjects, are plotted individually accord-
. ,

lag to their weighted judgments, and it is possible to perform a dis-
criminant analysis on thh coordinate values of the points ink order to

. determine whether the two groups of points (subjects) differ signifi-
.

candy from each'other. Stich an analysis was conducted, with ,the

r.esultS F (3,41) = 15,86, E 4 .0011 indicating the the judgments of
the HK and LK isidi,viduals were indeed significantly different from '.

-each other. This result is'of interest because it Suggsittarthatolthough

.

f.

616

the dimensional structure of the HK and LK space was simi ri, the two
groups of subjects were quite different in terms of their lit ghting of

, .
these dimensions in making their judgments.

t Figures 3 and 4, respectively, present the MDS scaling results
for the PS ratings for the HK and: LK subjects. The three dimenpions

of both sets of data may be interpreted respectively as an infield-

outfield dimension, the functional distance from the home plate dimen-

sion, and a thrower-recipient dimension. The variance explained for. ..
the HK data was 88% for the three-dimensional solution/. (The vari-

ance explained for the,one- and two-dlinensional solutions was 54%

and 80%, respectively.) For the.LK data, the variance exPained was
bi% for the three - dimensional solution. (The percent explained inr

%
.

the one- and two-dimensional solutions was, respectiv'ely, 36Cand
57%.) The intercorrelation matrix of these data, shown a the ulpper .
4

right of Table 1, indicates a substantial agreement of dimensionikbeL .

tween the two gioups. - Nevertheless, a discriminant analysis per-

formed
r t

on the subject spaces again revealed that the. HK and LK popti-
.

lotions yielded significantly different results, F (3,41) = 9.77, E 4 .01.

' The bottom, two:matrices of Table 1 present the correlations be- '

teen, the instructional conditions for the HK and LK individuals. These
...i.. ... . , ..

st
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1 ..
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matrices providd'a compaiison of the'obtilned dirnentions iixoss the

-,.two sets of instructions. For` the HK individuals, the iirstand Pscond.

ç dimen4#: sions are essentially equivalent, but they are reversed for the
.:., *

WO instructional conditions. The third dimension was different, howl.
, . \

/*ever, for the two tasks. For the LK subjects, the first'dirnensioti of ,,,, 4,0 . \,,,

the P1 task, functional distance'from home plate to ,enter field, corre- -. \
e1

latessignificantly with the second dimension of the PS task, hilt 110

other substantial correlations were obtained. The correlational data
of the two rating procedures thus indicate'thal across the two instruc-
tional

J.'
tional conditions, the dimensional structure of the HK subjects was

More cons
4,

istent.
. ,

tei

. Discussion: Experiment

The results indicate udgments of HK individuals were

more cbnsistent than those of LK individuals and that the HK solutions

did produce more appiopiiate clustering of positions in tdrms of what
would be expected from a more substantive baseball knowledge.

. .
Finally, the correlational data suggested that a more stable structure

, r
existaler the HK individuals in thit both sets of instructions produced-
the dimenitons of,functional distance from home plate and left-right

field' syntirie*I, whereas only the former was present in the two solu-
tions for: the LK subjects.

I.

Experiments 2 and-2A ,

'One of the hypotheses developed in the introductory section was
that the concepts of HK individuals should be more differentiated than

the concepts of LJC individuals and that this differenee should lead to

differences of acquisition. Oitg11 that stimulus differentiation is a
(. significant component of paired-aghociate llarning (cf. Battle 1968),

we expected that prisentation of a paired-associate list consisting

of baseball concepts as stimuli would be acquired more readily by HK

2.8

:,

4.
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than by LK individuals, prima ly because the stimuli would be morel.

differentiated for the HK individuals. As it happens,' a baseball line-

up is essentially it litt of nine paired associates. so we therefore pre -

. vented lineups, using fictitious names. There were four experimental
conditions in Experiment 2 and tw,b in Experiment 2A, The rationale

",*
for these conditions is described in the next section.

Method

Subjects.' Reny-eight subjects were selected from Population 1..
<

Design and, procedure. The four experimental conditions were
Name recall, Name7Cue recall, Position-Cue recall, and Pair recall,
with each subject serving in all conditions.

delay bete/e'en conditions., The Name recall
,

first task, and the p'resentatito order of the

There was a 15-second

condition was always the

other three conditions'
was counterbalanced via a 3" x 3" Latin square. II the *erne recall
condition,' the stimulus list contained nine surnames (not the names

of known Ayers), and since these 'names essentially formed,a 9-unit
free recall list with contents not related to baseball, the list served
,as a control and we expected no differenceoin performance between

HK and LK indiviabals.
.

Each of the stimulus lists of the her three conditions contained

nine surnames that were paired respectively with player $ositions,

eg:. RETOS-SHORTSTO . The poveitions were ordSre

cent positions were dra froth the different playing ianits

o that

pitcher-
catcher, infield, and tfield. The lineup also was not typical, e.g..

the pitcher was not last. (The "designated hitter" was not used.)

'The recall sheets for the Name recall atel Pair recall conditions
were blank. The subjects were instructed to recall the-names (or
pairs) in any.ordpr. The recall iheet'for the Name-Cue condition
provided the list'of nine names, with the names presented in a dif-
ferent.order than that presented on the stud/ phase ci.the trial. The. .

-

25 ' -71
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recall sbeeefer the PositiOnrCue recall condition preiented theposit
Hones as cueto,..also iii a dterent order than that employed study. l oye theth y

7fiase 'of theIrral. -According to'ou,s hypOthesis, liK recall was ex-

petted to be supeqior to LIS recali for the Position-Cue condition, but
the difference 'war not Jiecessarily expected for Name. -Cue recall.

This is because the different positico concepts of the HK and LK indi-

viduals were expecteir to provide more highly differentiatea stimuli for

the HK indiViauals; whereas fictipOus names were not,expectedtc; pre-
*

vide such an. advantage for HK individuals. For the Pair recall task,
we expected the tkinclividuals to recall more pairs because they,
wouldConsider each pitir,as a unitmore than LK individuals.

.

A total- of 36 surnames was divided into four lists of equal length.

Each of the four surname lists appeared equally often hi the Nam, re-
, '-

call condition, arici the surname Usts were counterbalanced across the

remaining three conditions via use of a Greco-Latin square.

In the Name recall Condition, subjects were told they would be
.

given one minute 'to memorize a list, of nine names. instructions-for
the 'three other coaitons"specified memorizing nine.nernepositiOn

s

,pairs in the 'allotted minute. After the study period, subjects were
given ihe aporopriata recall sheetapd informed that they had nne
minute for. recall

Iti"Experiment ZA, 48 ssubleCts were selected from Population 2.

Only the Namexec all and Pat./ recall contebesacere employed and,
in this case, the subjeciA were instriactedto recall the items or'pairs,

..respectiv'ety, in the order in which they were presented. The two con-
. -

'ditiorss were counterbalanced in terms of order of.preeentation.
4

Results: 'Experimenti2 and ZA

' Table 2 reserits the mean correctly recalled items in each con-. _

dition. Tito lack of a significant difference in HK and LK performance
do

.4
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:
in the Name recalr condition. I. 1. in that the groups were

essentially ettuivalent,in a straightforward recall task that did not
invollfe baseball-related coneepts.

_ . I..

-..
Table 2

e

.. , ..
Suoneary.of Resoles of Expetimeeir2 and 2A

..,
.

4

t

c

.1

EXPERIMENT 2

* Knowledge Name ' ; le Poston-Cue Name Cue Pak
Condition Recall Recall Recall Recall

. _ .

HIGH 7.50 1.83 : 6.13 4.42

LOW . . 7.38 2.95 . 4.71 3.58
, -

,itt.S. itlit(.01) NS. 74S.

EXPERIMENT 2A

Knowledge
Condition

HIGH 1

LOW

Name ,
Read,

7.50

7.38

NS.

...

.

Pak
Reed,

3.75

2.21
t

Sig. (.025)

r

The MK gioup uecallea s ificatttly more names titan the LK

group in the "PritionCue to , F (r, a5_. 9.88,E < .01, M'E r. 4.27,
a result supporting our hypothesis, -While we argue that the reasonfor
this finding is that the sOmulusgitems were more differentiated' for the

4.1K individual and that new information may, be mapped onto Mere highly

differentiated concept utrlactures., we do not claim to know the tom-
. ..

pieta basis of the differentiation. Weed, sometime after the whore
series of experiments was completed, the subjects were asked about
their strategies ip theexperbn4nt, and the 11K subjects reported the .
use of position-related briagery as .well as theuse of elaboration..type

. .
procedures such as thinking of what a Shortstop does and trylin to

-

relate the name presented with Shortstop to the particular action.:

They, tlso reported studyi4 the pair. its Unite. On the other hand,'
'a nurtber of LK subjects reported viewing.tfie names and positions as

A. C

27
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.

;. separate lists that 11..k to be linked, and they reported trying to ,re -.e.,' s.,-,..

hearse the terms. Tgese reports arefObiistent with our eta .i - e .
t4 4 %

e Non.
..

: ' .
.1),

.. ., ..
\ -.

, Mean ;peal in the Narro-Cue task was greater for theliK;tban. . , .
the LK individuals, although the difference did n'ot reach,,aigfificance,

;I (1. $24i ='37? 2 , 7 05: msg a 640. -00 interpretation eT this re-
suit is that the name did not prbvide j More.discrimillage cue for the

14K than We LK subjects, but in0,ead the nonsignificant advantage found

Sin
, ,e'

in the 11K subjects ocourre&because the responses (positions) were
,1*

St
II

s.

-

more available in the linierwood, Runquist, and Schulz (19591 sense
of response learning. t ;

In the Pair recell task,,,analysis revealed
formanze was superior to-the LK performance,
KSE = 4.79, the difference was not significant.

.0
the 14K subjects to recall more pairs than thgs If subjects because they

wbuld be able to unitize each pair, wvfelt that one reason whilt sig7
.nificant difference was not found possibly because the recall was

not Ordered. (The typical baseball lineup is, of course? an ordered--
structure. ) W0 testes this hypothesis in experiment 2A and found that

. .
that although HK per-

.
E (1, 24) 1.74, E .05,,
Although we expected

although the ordered Mime recall task revealed no significant differ-..
-

ence,between the 71K and LK groups; Ell, < I, 14K recall was" sig-

nificantly greater than.LKrecall for the ordered Pair recall task,
(1,24) = 6.81, E 025; MSE = 4. 19.

Discussion. Experimental and 2A
, .; I

Cc.

The results of the Position-Cue condition support the notion that
baseball-related concepts are more differentiated.by the 14K individuals

.,... .
than by the Linviividuals. The results also igditste that orderegi Pair
recall, which is the traditional lineup forMit of, baseball, provides in

, ,'
advantage for the 71K individuals, a result supporting the previously

stated, idea that HK individuals should Whetter &Ms to use context in

. . ....
. .0

f e2
28 .
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order jo recall sequential information. However, since the meanr.
'ordered Pair reca ll for the HK group (3.75) is considerably less than

the single item Name recall mean (7.54), it is clear the* for the HK ,
individuals the "pair units" are more cotitplex.thati the.individual name

'..
units. r,

,, ... , ,..".

Experiment 3

One of the ideas suggesteil in the Introductory section was that

the HK individual has a better knowledge of SAS sequencei than the,
LX Individual. This notion leads to the hypothesis that U a given situa-

,
tion is presented, the EX pe-rson should be able to.generate more
events- that could foil? that situation and that the events generated.
weed be more appr ,priate with respect to the subsiquent situations.
These notions were tested in Experiment 3 by presenting a series of
six eituations and asking EX Ind Lit individuals what would be likely

' to occur next in each situation. Three of the situations ernilloyed,, . r /s..were "open" and three were "closed," where "open" refers to situa-
tionsLions that provided for a wider rang% of predictions and "closed"

. -
refers to situations in which the anticipated outcomes were expected

to be monis specific.

Method '
.

Subjects. There were
,
44 Individuals from Pognlation 2 who

>
,..

served in Experiment 3. ,

0.

Materials and design. A threeslentenee description was written
for six Elifferent game situations. For example: "The Pirates trail
the Brewers 1-0 in the bottom of the eighth. With nobody outs the

Pirates have two test runners on first and second' base. Their left.-

banded hitting shotstop comes to bat.': Descriptions varied with
respect to the number of situational, constraints (the inning,. the score,.

etc.), which reduced the numbeir of, _
plausible outcomes. "Openv

,.

29
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situations had constraints, while "closed" situations like the one
above had 3-5 constraints.'

reft-cedure.
All individuals recieved a booklet containing de-

.
sc ptions of the same six game situations: Situations 1, 4, and 5
were "open," while 2, 3, and 6 were "closed." Participants were
asked to read each situational description and write as manypossible...
outcomes (things that could happen on the next play)' as they could think

ofup to a maximum of 15. They were specificatiy. instructed to gee-
orate different outcomes and were told not to state a narrative con -
tinnation. Everyone was given 20 rii. inutes to complete the task.

Results: Experiment 3

Scoring. Each outcome was placed in one of five categories:
11--high prohaMlity, appropriate; L - -tow probability, appropriate;

M--crutrginalry appropriates N- -not appropriate; and C--a narrative
chain folk...ring one of theiabove response types. Two investigatOrs

scored 12 of the 44 proto pis A.12:1 had an inter rider reliahiiity cdeffi-
k

cleat of . 11, The data weitt'sbtalysed in two different ways with
f. A.respect ti chainiiig responses: (a) counting each link in a narrative,

chain as..one."C" response. or (b) counting each chain as Olre "C"
1

.

responee. The two analyses produced identical affects of significance,

4;
scronlithe results of the second method are repor4d.

'Mean responses. The HK individuals generated more outcomes
per iiern (7. 19) than LK subjects (4.66), F (1,42) = 3.70,E < .65,
MSE = 24.73, and more outcomes were generated for "open" (6.30)

than "closed" (5.55) situations, F (1,42) a 9.62,E < .01, MSE t 1.26. 410'

Although HK individuals appeared to differentiatellopen" from "closed"

situations (7. 74, SD = 4.63 versus 6.64, SD.= 4. 06).more than LK

, subjects (4.86, SD = 3.79 versus 4.52, SD =,.69), the interaction
was not significant, F (1442) = 2.31, E MSE = 1.26.

a
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: a.
Response category. Of those responses that were generated,

the mean (untransformed) percen'tage 91 responses pertcategory for,

the 11K and LK groups is shown iniTeblel. As the data clearly indi-

cate. HICindividuals produced a greater percentage of appropriate,

high probability outcomes than LK individuals, F (1,42) = 7.25, p IC OM

NISE = 732.38. A greater percentage of hi ai! probability responses were

given in slopeni(situationi (79. 9%)- than in "closed" situations (74.9%),

F (1, 42)= 10.10,E <4 .01, MSE =. 54.60. The interaction was not sig- .
nlitcaiit, F < 1. Despite The failure to obtain a significant Interaction, * -
however, the analysei supporPd the hypothesis that inc individuals.

would generate more outcomes, but also more plausible" ones. .
3

Knowledgi Appropriate Appropdate, Margin* Not Chaining
Condition- lighProbibaky Lou Probability Appepine Appropdate

Table 3

Percou of Reynosa of VadOW.Typa
gigabits* 3) r (

HO 85.13 L91 1A2 1.67 8.86

low 69.60 3S3 225 13$ 17.07.
O *

6,

4.

Specific responses and their commonality. The responses given.
to Situation 2,' which were quoted in the Materials section, were placed

into 34 categories, cordresponding to spselfa plays (e.g., single, bunt,

pitchout) mentioned in the responses of the RN individuals. (Tile HK

group was used as a "baseline" for 'deriving categories since it was
-r

assumed that they were familiar with more typesof plays than the LK ... . .:
group. ) A final category ("other?). was crested for 10w-frequency

.
responses of LK individuals that did not appear frequently in HK proto-

I.-
cola. Approximate*. 19% of LK responSee fell in this category. '';,

. ..
N.

These tabulations revealed several interesting phenomena.
s ..

First. LK -reopen's. represented only about .onehitlf (16 of 34) of the

.
sio,

31
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categorleo represente'd by the HK group.' Secdnd, despite the greater

v-arietyff responscrit among the.HK indiViduals, ,there was a high de-

gree of commonality on respoitsea of strategic, 'goal-related plays.

For example, among the Hrreaponses, there Were 18 double steals,
15 Uinta, 7 drag 'hunts. and 10 hit-and-run`plays. The corresponding
LKfrequenses were I, 1/40Jand 0. Finally, 45.0% of HK responses

repretented plays designed to advance runners (bunt, hit-and7run) or
defensive plays to preverlt, such:advances (gktcliout, pickoff), while:
only 12.5% of LK res.ponnes fell into -these categories. The LK re-
aponses-tendid to be of a general natAlure, such as "the batter made an

out."

Discussion: Experiment 3 f

The results of the present experiznenf are in strong agree:Tient
with the rationale of the introductory section, for they indicate that
given a particular baseball sifuation, HK individual! are able to state

a greater' number of possible subsequent euants LK individuals,

\ and a greater proportion of these events are appropriate and related

\to the game's goal structure. In addition, the HK itadividuals, while

living about twice as many different types of respokses than the LK
individuals, nevertheless show relatively substantial a:Wen:lent con-

.
Corning particular strategic plays. -

Experiment 4

In this experiment. we studied the recall of sequential informe-
r, ,_

Lion in a modified memory-span paradigm. Based upon the rationale
presented in the introduction,.we.hypothesized that if a scenario of

meaningful baseball material is presented, the HK inclividuals.should

be able to recall the information more readily than the LK individuals.

However, if the baseball information is scrambled, in the sense of not
following the normal account of baseball episodes, HK performance

32
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.
,,should deteriorate whereas LK performance should remain the same.

Finally, U information is present&1 that is not related to baseball,

there should be no difference in performance of liK and LK individuals.

To test the above 'notions., we "wised two within-subject variables, length

of scenario and.the nature o4 the information within the scenario.

$ ;
meth*

Subjects. Forty -two subjects from Population I participated in

/this experiment.

Desienand procedure. The ordered baseball passages consisted

of brief, scenarios of baseball events as one would find theirs in an ac--

cort of a baieball game. the scrambled baseball passages, base-

ball scenarios were again presented, but the sentence presentation

order within each scenario was random. The third condition consisted

of accounts of visual scenes of everyday,evente, such,as a person cross-

ing a street. Passage length was 1, 3, 5, 7, or 9 sentences; with an

average sentence 'ength Of 7.18 words per sentence, SD = 1.66.

Each subject received two passages of each lingth in each of the

three conditions. Thus, each person received 30 presentations, i. et ,

5 lengths x 3 types x2 passages per condition. The order of presenta-

tion'consfsted of pre-senting one passage at each length in a random

order within eacb block of five presentations. The three types and

two passages of eacb type were varied randomly over the trtal_hlocks.

The passages were presented on audiotape and the instructions

stated that the subjects were to listen to each passage and that they

"would be asked to recall the passage information iinrnediately after

its presentation. The time allotted for recall was 10 seconds for each..
sentence in the paisage, 1. e., 10 .seconds for a one-sentence passage,.

4

30 seconds for a three-sentence passage, etc. The recall was written.

33. 3 7
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Percent correct recall. The data were scored in terms of gist-
, -

unit recall, with itch sentence broken down into three components that. .

essentially were the subject, verb, and obj t. These scores were

then converted to percentages.4 The two f" dings of greatestinterest

are 'shown in Figures 5 and 6. Figure 5 pr seats the data for to sig-

nificant interactiop of Passage Type x 1Cn edge, F (2, 80) = 241 1,

p .001, MSE = .115. The group dem nstrated significantly \

greater recall for normally ordered baseb 1 infoimatiois, F (1,80) s

53. lt, p <. .001, MSE r .115, as well as f 'cram kled baseball infor-

mation, F (1,80) = 14.94, p <.,01, mtk = .115. For visual scones,
LK subjects performed better, room! S. 3, a < .05, MSE = .115.
Figure 6 Presents data of the significtuii interaction of Pasiage Type x

Length x Knowledge, F (,14.320) = 4.'21, 2 < .001,-MSE = .047. As

shown, the H14 group yielded superlo'r recall at all sentence lengths

for the normal sentence order.*
.

Percent consecutive recall. Because we were interested in

whether recall-was more ordered 1:$r the HR individuals, the data

were tabulated-as-follows. Starting with the first sentence of each

scenario, the number of consecutive sentences (from which at least

one gist unit was recalled) was tabulated for each participant for each
.

cOndittogt. This number was then dlvicied by. the total number of sea -.

tences from which at least one gist unit was recalled by the individual .

in that Condition.. Thus, the score effectively gi es the percent ordered

recall of the total amount recalled. The one-sent nce experimental con-

dit ion was deleted'from this analysis as as the scrambled presetOation

4In all analyses presented in this paper involving percentages, the
percents presented were calculated directly from the data'and4the analy-r, see were performed on the arc sin transformed percentages, unless
otherWise noted.
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figure S. ) tekint &omit recap or MC arid IX kiddy.* for the three types or Thal matertat(Experime t 4),
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. 1
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Figure 6. Percent correct recall as iluaction of length with knowledge group and type of material as pa:smite . ":-
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condition. The latter was omitted because of Ambiguity in what should
be considered,order,ed recall fol. the scrarpbled sentences.

'.

.

1.

Tattle 4 presents the mean percent consecutive recall for the
. .

sisig.

nificant Knowledge x Passage Type interaction, E (1140) z 7.14, is

...
p 4, 05, MSE = .154. The results didicate.that pircent consecutive

"Y . .
'recall wtit greater for the HK group thap for the LK group, big there
was little difference in percent consecutive recall for thi visual scene
data between the two groups.

Tittle 4 4

r
Pacentronsecelivily Nestled Sentences

Nabs! Materbl Knowledge Condition

BaseballNornial .74A ' . SSA

VO3311.1 Scene 572 $42 ,

. .
,.."'

Table 5 presents' the means for the signitcant Length x Knovti-..
edge interaction; F (3, 120) = 4, 78t E 01, MSE,, . 1 06. 'Se data
indicate that although performance at*the length of three was similar
for the two grdups, Ware were differences at longer lengths...there.

1.

4

.was convergence at the-length of nth.. The, Ktiowledgi

interaction was not significant, F' (3, 120)1 1

c.54.2

>

.t _ Table S

x,Type x Length

. 05, MSE = .093.

% -Percent Consecutively Recalled SentenCis
4..

S.

IS '.e Coadstion
Length 40

3
S

7

timbal:1410ml

Visua1.Scelle

41.1.1.^`la 1.
IK-

893
91.7

.

91.0*
89.9

623
503

.
64.7

.47.9

-

3

37d 4

1 94

9'

JP
S03 57.1.

:

:.

470,

60.7

17.3

.
Ns

-35.6

48.0
6.,

44.7 . ..1

:
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Discuisions Exieriment 44.

The data of Experiment4 support the notion that performance of

HK individuals is superior to that of LK individuals on an immediate

memory task, with thq result obtained only for baseball infotmation, '

c 5
4

and especially for normally, sequenced baseball information. With.
respect to why the HK subjects tended to recall scrambled baseball

information better than LK subjects', one possibilityris that there may
have been sufficient cites in the scrambled meter "al that enalfd the
HK individual to relate adjacent sentences by protding.meaningful

relationship. for the information of.the adjacent sentences.
.

.. Since intuitively it may be Ailmsted that the HK indiViduals could . .
recall sentence sequences longer than nine sentences, die finding of a

. .. .
decrease in consecutive sentence recall at"the length of nine sentences

for HK individuals Aimee an interesting question. One possible reason
for this,fieding is that at a given length an excessive memory loactde-

velops (whic probably would vary with specific contents), and 'the HK,
ilindividuals ay effectively try'to recede the information into a more
abstract structUre. Such receding would be expected to take place by

retaining only the most salient (with respect to the game's goal Arne-
f

tura) aspects of the previously ?fitted information and disregarding

other information from the earlier sentences. A second possibility k. *

. ks that at the time of output thereis considerable output interference
taking place-so that the individual may not be able to retain the most

recently preheated material (cf. Tulving_& Arbuckle, 1966). The
present data do not provide for selestion of either of these alteTnatiyess

or of llama otfier explanation (such as implicitly wejghting inpqt Infer-
.

%%laden for importance and forgetting."according to iniportance), but

they do suggest the question of how itforrnation readied immediately,

may bq selectiveiy'retainea over longer intervali.
4. Taken as a whole, however, esults of the present experi-

ment provide strong support that, upon the structures mapping

4 38
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notion, individuals are able to recall sequences of baseball-
,

related information better than LK individuals.-

Experiment 5
.

The rationale of the introductory section indicated that ordered
baseball information should be/better recalled by Hk than by LK indi-
viduals because differences in the knowledge of the'HI$ and LK indi-

%sr viduals enable thoHK person to map input informatihn more readily

only his/her memory structure. Moreover, it wart hypothesized that
if baseball inforzna 'on involving siandard ginnesequencestivere pre-

sented to the HK in vidual. and s/he subsequently tried to recall this
information via a p cedure in which sozne of the information is used
for cueing purposes, the recall of the HK individual should be greater

than that of the LK individual because th former would have under:
I P .

stood more readily.'how the 1460 inform Lion is related. In other
words, if A-B-C is a presented sequence of three sentences of ordered
baseball inforrhation, and at recall A and B are presented, the HK indi-

vidual should be better able to recall C because s/he has pressed
A-B-C is an integrated u41,t. The LK individual, however, not having

encoded' A-B-C as a unit, becailhe of not being able to rate A, B, and
C. wilt be helped Less than the HK individual by the cgeing procedure.

rolloyring the above notation and diing C gs the target sen-
times, subjects were 'presented with -C, 4-C, or C. Subsequently,

.

thety first were asked to recalf ttte targ4t sentences and then 'ere pre- =
vented with A.-B or B, resp'ectiv.ily, for the A. -$ -C and B-C conditions.

We could then assess whether cueing with the context sentences would 4
proditce reiativ- ely greater is/Jove:neat over non-cued recall for the
Hit individuils than' for tht..LK persons. Final1 r, a recognition test
was given.

43'
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Subjects. The 36 'subjects participating experiment,were
-

drown from Population 1.

Design and oroceddre. A total-of 24 three-sentence stories was
constricted: The last sentence in each storYWas.the taiget sentence',
and it IfwAys appeared in capital letters. Eight of the target sentences

.were iie.sented without any context itintences, eight target sentences
were preceded by only the second eeptence of the story (one context

. _

sentence), and eight target sentences,were presented with the initial
.4-

two sentences of the story, (two context sentences). There were three
counterbalancAd arrangements 4 the,sentences so .that each of the 24

f... ; '
target sentences, appeared equalluaten in the xero-, one-, and two-
sentence. conditions. The ffiree context conditions were presented in
a blocked ,randorn,Airder such that theerftire nih instance of zero-,

two-sentence context conditions were presented before the
$1a + 1 instance. The order of th3e three context sentence conditions .

44

was randomized 1.12 each block.
V- ,

e ',re
C r

...t Petticiffetdi were' tested i3t'sroup eessione. Each person was
.0 . .

given a mateicals booklet widraObired pages and informed that
, a.

. storlesof irari,;u,s.lengtliaprieakid on each page. The instructions
s '..

sped led that.... While the entire sstory ivas,to.be read, particular atten-

tine
.. -

sh&rld'imigiven to &be sentences in capital letters beCause testing
. , 0 . /- . . ft . .

would sl.tbsequerutly take place on ihoseisententes. R4ding.tirne was
controlled by.* sap..tkit litstruoted participants to turn the4booltet

ii' .:
-pages, prose/a ,?Itttirne was ?tot e e of eight seconds /sentence.io
Thus, 'target seeteeiXte presented aloha ere given 8 seconds, tie -cue

* .

stories were.giken. 16 seconds, and twocue stories were presented
for 24 seconds. Ater each indilAduallad read all 24 stories, a letter

. cur:4,404:in tas_krestgiven for three minutes..
-,4.

With respecbit testing procedure, the first task was a free
4.

repall task in which e individuals vitre givers: 10 minutes to recall

40
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its many target *sentences as theycould. Next, the appropriate sub-- .
jects_ received two sheets of paper containing eight one-sentence cues

aztdeight two- sentence cues that were identical to those context sen-

tences. they had seen previously. They were given a total of 10 min.
. _ . . t

' utes to recall the 16 corresponding targets, being instructed to write
them down: after the appropriate context sentence(s).

After the cued recall task, each individual was given a .Bheet
.
containing 24 pairs of sentences and s/he was asked to check the num-

ber.
..

of each pair that had previously been presented as a target sea., .
tence. The distraaor sentences were baseball-content sentences of
the same leiglh as the target sentence. While phonetically similar to
the target sentences, tfie distractors differed in meaning. For exam-
ple4ne.ta get sentence was: Batting slumps tend to be long for good
and poor h ti'ers alike. The corresponding distractqr sentence was:

Batting stumps tend to belOng to the category of events that no hitter

likes. -

,

. Responses in the nbn-cue l recall tasks were scored on a three-
,

point scale for each sentence. Onapoint each 4sas given for each of- #

l

. three gist units, whiclirotrghlr(orresponded-to subject, verb, and
object construction. ,

Results: Experiment S .. ...
. .

4

Free recall. Figure 7 presents the recall probability fc$ the
0 .

HK and LK groups for the three context conditions. Althouk, the HK

individuals exhibited much better performance than the LK Individuals,
F (11 30) = 10,17, E < .01 MSE = 2.22, the most interesting result 'is
he significant interaction of Kiv:Vedge x Number of Contoxt Sentences,

F (2,10) = 9. 92, p < . 001, MSE 0..148. As showit4 LK Mean recall

of target sentences decreased es a function of number of contextPsen-

tences at input, tOhereas'HK recall increased with number of input

. context sentences. In other words, having context sentences

41 45-
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present at input aided the HK subjects in generating the target sen-

tences at recall even though the context sentences were not present

at recall, whereas the presence of the context sentences at input

. reduced recall effectiveness fo t\titse LX subjects. Finally, for zero
* ...../ .,

context sentences at input, free recall performance'did not differ sig-
,

nifilantly for the HK and LK groups, F (1,60) = 1.42, E -> , 05, 2,LSE =

1.92.

Cine interpretation of why the presence of context sentences dt

tilling facilitate target sentence recall is that the HK individtol may.
gbnerate a context sentence it recall, and, because the context sea.

tence(s) ani the target sentence arVeincoded as a unit, the subject is

able t enerate the target sente ce from the context setitence(s) s/he

recalled. Moreoger, such an ct would be expected to increase

with an 1pereaeing number of context ontences, a result that was ob-.
tained. We, of course, do not not know the specific recall probaj)ility

of a context sentence and the probabilityAat a recalled context sen-

tence could evoke the target sentence, but our interpretation (i.e.,

that for HK subjects the context sentences) and related target sett

tence are encoded as a unit) suggests_ that the letter probability is
, .

reasonably substantial. t"

dne interpretation of the LK =Cued recall data is that process-

log the c.ontext and target sentences at input consists of a tendency to

store the sentence. as discrete units. The inforMation load, there-

fore, is greater with contextual sentences, and, since the LK indi-

vidual is -not as ;biy as the HK person to encode the sentences,ae a

unit, recall is affected detrimentally with the incrhasing information

present at input. This, for LK individuals, there is a possibility

that at recall some context gentences may have been generated, but

this did not tend to lead to successful target recall.

Finally, the,failure to obtain a significant difference between

the HK and LK
.groups with no context sentences at input, coupled

a
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with the facilitative effects of context with HK laditriduals, -suggests

that HK ;persons not aCily use context more effectively thaiz the LK

individuals, but perhaps even more impirtantly, -the HK individuals

require context to produce recall superior to that of the LK individuate.

In other words, the advantage in recall for HK individuals rests upon
,

-
their knowledge °tinter-sentence relations, a result consistent with
tatiomulations presented earlier. -I

. Cued recall. Analyses performed on the cued recall data were ,
aimed-at determining whether the HK,inclividuils were helped more

by cueing than the LK individuals, The analyses yielded an affirma-

tive answer. The measure employed was the (=transformed) percen-
tage of targets for which cued recall was greater than free recall (per-
cent of 16 target sentences for which more gist units were recalled in

cued recall than in free recall). The HK group showed a significantly

greater increase in recall with cueing (54.0%) than the LK group (29.4%

F 30) a 37.23% E < . 001. MSE - 484.58. The data then were sepa-

stti%'d into ti'oo categories, Then free recall was greater than zero and

when it was zero, i.e., no part of a target sentence was recalled. As

one would expect, cueing produced a griater effect when nothing about

i sentence had been recalled in free recall, F (1,30)* 94.45, p < .001,
MSE * 681.48 (62.9% versus 20,6%), and the interaction of Knowledge

and the none-versus-some-recatt variables is significant, F (1,30)
4.34, p c .05, MSE = 1181-.413. Specifically, both the LK and HK ;
groups showed greater facilitation with cueing vrtin no information

was recalled, but the faalitation was less in the LK group, 12.8% to
46.0%, than in the HK group. 28.4% to 79.7%. Thus, the analyses
indicated that the HK individuals were able to make more effective

use of the context seltenees when they served as Mee, as originally

hypothesized.

RecogrOtion. The recognition data yielded essentially no differ-

ence in ptritipluance between the HK aiid LK groups. The mean number
. ("4:,
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of targets recdgnized (of 24) was 23.5 for the HK group and 23.0 for
the LK group. Although there are prOblems of interpretation for such
ceiling effects, two reasons may nevertheless be suggested for this
result. One is that the distraCtors were not eufficientLY-Similar low

the target sentences to obtain a significant number of incorrect rem-:

sponse'. . On the other hand, the possibility does exist that the HK
and LK individuals may perform at approximately equivalent levels

on baseball-related recognition tasks, in which case the knowledge

differegnces obtained in the retrieval tasks would be taken to reflect
access to stored infor'ma tion and not storage of the information.

Discussion: Experiment 5

The priratry result of Experiment 5 was the demonstration of
strong context effects in both uncued and cued recall for the HK

Perhaps the most significant result is that contextual infor-
mation presented at input not only led to superior recall when the con-

text sentences were presented as cues, but the presence of contextual

information at input enabled the HK individuals to generate more target

sentences in the free recall phase of the experiment. This result was
interpreted as indicating that the HIS individuals were able to generate

the target sentences because they 934106 able to relate the sentence
sequence to their memory structure and the sentence sequence
as a unit. On the other hand, for the LK individuals the context and,
target sentences at input were essentially discrete, and increasing the
number of sentences at input effectively increased the memory load for
these subj4cts.

Eiperiments 6 and 6A

The previoul experiments demonstrated that HK performance

was superior to LK in a number of task iituations. In Experiments_6

and 6A, we were interested in whether the superiority of the HK subjects
-is

.4t7.
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in recall performance wouliLpersist in a morecnahlralistic setting.
We presented a play. -by-play account- of an inning of a hypothetical

baseball garde and subsequently asked a number of questions related

to the account. Based upon the previous findiktgs, we expected to

find superior recall for the HK individuals, and our greater interest
,was in the effect upon performance of particular variables that were
manipulated within the play:by-play account.

-
... .

.
Two types of material were presented in the play-by-play ac-

count, termed baseball information and color information. As an
e

example, our play-by-play account began with`the announcers intro-

ducing themselves, the teams were then mentioned in the usual man-
ner, and the National Anthem was announced. The singer was intro-

s
duced, and the National Anthem was played. A subsequent "color"

question was, "Who sang the National Anthem?" Other color material
included what a player did in the off-season, who threw out the first

ball, etc. .

,..---4. i .

A second variable wps frequency or repetition of information.
. .

From the total set of statements in the account, particular state- .

'meats were made one, twos, or four times for both color and baseball
. .

material. We were interested in determining whether frequency would
be of greater 'importance to LK individuals that& to HK individuals.

The basis for this hypothesis was that since we assume that HK indi-

viduals will acquire play-by-play by a structural mapping process,
..40144:. ..

frequency may have relatively little effect, at least for baseball-
related (as opposed to color) information. However, because the
memory structure of theLK individuals is considered to be. lees de-
veloped and provide-less opportunity for structural mapping, frequency

may have a relatively greater effect than for HK individuals.

A third variable was the nature of the question's, whether factual.
or inferential. The nature of the inferential questions is described
mare fully In the Method section, as the differences of.Experimen 6

0-.
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and 6A. We expected that HIC individuals would be more likely to make

appropriate inferences than LK individuals.

Finally, we conducted a ,delayed recall test in Experiment 6A inr -
order to determine whether 14K individuals were superior not only in

the immediate recall of baseball- related information, but also in the

delayed recall of such information, given that it was correct at Jaime-
diate recall.

Method
a .

Subjects. Forty-twb individuals from Population 1 served in

Experiment 6 and 42 individuals from Population Vitt Experiment 6A.

Procedures materials. The subjects listened to a 45-minute,
audiotaVe-recorded play-by-play of a fictional baseball game between

two fictional minor league teams, the Duquesne Dukes and the fox'

Chapel Chargers.

A cued recall procedure was employed in which a question was

asked that contained information from one part of a 'sentence, and the

individual was asked to recall the information that bad occurred in the
other part of ale sentence. For example, during the play-by-play ac-
count with the Chargers in dietiebi, the baseball statement "Steve
Farlow played centerfield for the Chargers" was 'inade. An example

of a color statement is that Agnes Miller sang thg,National Anthem.

Later, the following questions were asked, "What position did Steve
Farlow play?", and '!Who sang the National Anthem?"

The frequency variable represented. the number of times a fee-'
tual-etalement was mentioned in different'' sentences, 1. 2, or 4. For
example, that Steve Farlow played centerfield was mentioned in four

sentences, while Agnes Miller's singing of the National Anthem was

only mentioned in one.

4
5,1
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No attempt `was made to co erbalance particular statements and
their frequency of occurrence. Al (1, the spacing of repetitions was not
systematic. There was a slight tendency forested basal:411# state-
ments to be more spaced than colon statements due to our interest in
making tie play-by-play account authenic;_, No repetitions occurred in

adjacent sentences, however.

er.
The play-by-play account was recorded on a cassette tape record-,

Instructions on the beginning of the tape asked individuals to listen

carefully to the play-by-play account and prepare to answer questions
about it,

,
ThIe individuals, run in groups., were not permitted to takeake

notes'.
1 iiAfter completion of

.

the broadcast, taped instructions told the indi.
viduals to prepare for questioning. Each person was given d blank sheet

of paper:. The voice on the tape called out the number of each question,

readthe qUeStion, and gave the individuals 30 seconds to answer before
1announcinF the next question. There were five baseball and five color

questions/at each frequency. Participants were asked, to write down the

number ok each question and to answer it during the prescribed period.
Tie que I tions were presented in blocked random order so that n ques-

tions of !each frequency content combination were asked prior to asking,

the n + -questions from any category.,

At er the initial set of 30 questions was presented, the individuals
.

were asked to answer 20 questions involving inferences. These quest
, J

. tions wel also read at 30-second intervals on the tape. The inference
questiobs reconstructed some event in the broadcast and.asked the sub-
ject how and why it came to occur. Ten inference questions were on
baseball content an4 10 were on color content.

In Experiment 6A, Experiment 6 wee replicated with four changes.
First, the play-by-play account was modified by changing a few names,

making a few statements morn specific, and changing two questions.

Second, one- halL.pf the individuals itrEkperiment 6A heard a scrambled
.

version of the game, which was formed by breaking the play-by-play

48.
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account ipto blocks of6. -10,..tentepces:and then midway reordering

We blocks as -well as randomly rearranging sentences within the

blocks. Third, in addition to the immediate test, a second test con,
astinAc,of the same questions was giv9n approximately and week later.

ThitiClUeitions were presented in a different nxtler. This was an im-
.

portant addition becapse it enabled us to determine not only whether

immediate recall was betterIor HK than for LK individuals; but it also
provided for determining whether forgetting was less for or perhaps
equivalent for botiliK and LK indivichials. Finally, no int ranee ques- .. . 'tions werelaasked in Experiment CA.

- _...

. Results: Experiment 6 and CA.

The results were highly co

respect to the common variable .

refined, the results presente are

where indicated.

k

istept for the two experimette with
Since Experiment 6A was morel

those of Experiment 6A except 't

HK versus LK. As expected, the percent correct recall for the
1%**14K group (44.3%) was significantly greater than for the LK group

(27.3%), F (1,36) = . 001, ,MSE = 1.16.

Baseball versus color contents. The percent correct recall was
significantly better- for color contents (47.2%) than for baseball (24.5%),

F (1,36) 49.17, E < .001, MSE m. 92. The interaction of knowledgq
and type of content was not signitilpt, F (1,30 = 1.69. (AK: :bast;
ball - 34.4%, color - 54.3%; Litt taieball - 14.6%, color - 40.0%. )

If

Frequency. There was a significant effect 431 frequency,

F (2,72) = 51.114.< .001, MSE -= -.63, with the mean recall of 1, r
and 4 event fiequencies 22.4%, 28.5%, and 46.9%, 'respectively.

Frequency did not interal with Knowledge, F. (2,72) = 2.12, p > . 05,
nor wasthe Knowledge xecluency x Color interaction significant,
F (2,72) = 1.13.* ti

1
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Normal versus scrambled information. There was no difference

in recallr normal and scrambled information, F (1;26) = 1.75, E >
. 05, nor did variable interact with ynowledge, F (1.36) = 1.91,`this

...
Inurteciefta versus delSyed recall. fife now consider one of the

)
most important questions asked by this study, namely, whether HK

-,-.........-
individuals not only acquire information better, but remember it better

under conditions of delayed recall. The overall lysis of variance
performed on the percent correct.response,data sated that as ex-
pected, immediate recall performance was suiettior to delayed recall,

. F (1, 36) = 49.17, 2 < . 01, Ajar .92. The Knowledgqx Retention '
Interval interaction was not significant, F (*, 36) = i. 74, 2 > . 05,

rIr ^. '
MSE e .92, nor was the Baseball versus Color contents x Knowledge x

,Relention Interval interaction, F < 1. Howes. er, these analyses Wee

on' he overall recall data,and thus did not yield a measure of corrdct_

delayed redall, given correct irnfnediate

Figure 8 present's a tree diagram that provides the probability of
immediate recall and the prObability of delayed recall, given that a par-

,.

ticular item was correct in immediate recall. The' data are broken down

into the baseball and color-sontents. The data analyzed were the per-
cent corrdct responses in delayed recall. given that the item was cor-

rectrect in intritegiate recall. This analysis revealed that the HK group

yielded better delayed recall than the LK group, F (1,36) = 1F40,
p < . 01, MSE 1.72: Furthermore, although.the conditional pioba-

.

'MKT ofrecali of color infdrrnatfon was greater than that of baseball

information, F (1,36) = 88. 08, 1.01, MSE = 1.07, the interaction
of knowledge group aid type of contents was significant, F (1,36) =

10.7$, E < .01, MSE = 1.07, with the HK group showing relati'veli bet-
ter delayed' recall than the LK group for the baseball-rdiated informs-.
tion as compareA with the colt*. in formation.

4'
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' Finally, .the more frequentlx information was presented, ttte bet:
. 4 ter the delayed recall, F (2,72) = 5.59, 2 < . 01, MSE = 1.24. This

finding is worth noting because it inditates that, frequency had an.effeft.

upoh delayed recall for items of all frequencies that were recalled cor-
-

reedy id imrnecliatis recall. The Knowledge x Freqiency interaction. _ . .
and Knowledge x Frequency x Baseball versus color-interaction were

a
both nonsignificant, F < I. .. '

,
inferential information (Exper 6) . .

.
. 0 r , . .

The percent of cor;:ctly callid answers for inferential

a.tionswas 85.5% for the Hic individuals and 56. I% for the LK individuals:.

Since the information for all inferential statements that were tested had. -
only a frequency of one, an arc sin transfOrmed ahalysis was performed'

- - ,... - . a
that compared the frequenacy of one recall data for non-inferential'ques--

.
tiorrs and inferential recall data. This analysis revealed that inferen-
tial qu4rtions *yielded greater correct recall (71.0%) than, factual ques-

tions (36.1%); F(.1,40),= 235.21, p <.:014 MSE = .039. 'he percent
recall was Fictual, /1K = 44.5, LK = 27.6s infeteence. /1K = 85.8, r

-.-

LK = 56. i. Thus, the advantage of HK condition is slightly better for
inferentihl queitions. .

. 't ..
. . ' . a

e Analysis also revealed that although `Percent recall for the HK . ,,
. . ..

giouto Bras approximately equal for baseball (66. 1 %) and color inforMa-

tion (64.2%), the LK group was substantial) 'better with respect to
.... Zolor informatidn..(13aseball: 35.0%, Color: 48.7%). This interaction

!
. %

was significant, F (1, 40) = 9.34, 2 < . 01, WE n . 067. These two fac-
-..

..,
tars, Knowledge and Contents, however, did not interact significantly

with QuestionType,. F'< 1. .

In intexpretirig these data, it should be noted, hat the nature of.

the inferential ilif rmation-did *lot proVide for determining whether cor,

rect a$sokers ere due to prior knowledge, -Ii:e.: knowledge a the
a a .

a

(
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individual before hearing the play-by-play account or due to making

inferences solely based upon hiforrnatfolrof the play-by-play de scrip-
.

don.
. t.

/Discussion: Experiments 6 and &A

The reeults.of Experil*ent 6 and 6A provided answers to anum-
ber of questions. First of aft, the HK group showed better immediate

recall than the LK group, and the HK groupalso showed better delayed

recall with the data conditionalized on correct immediate recall. More-
,

over, the delayed recall effect was greater for baseball information.
These results indidate that HK individuals thus have greater accessto

, .
long-term information, a result we attributet .213atmertkitty of

.

4
the HK subjects to relate information to their memory st4cture in the

. 1 :`..manner outlined in the introduction.
, , . -,,,,

. ,
The relatively high level of color information recall warrants

,i
comment. ellor information was not really neutral "control" informa-
tion sinCq some of it contained infbrrnation about the payers, etc.,
siren ilipugh the information was not get:mane to the game. We had

,T -
thought of using commercials as control information, :but opted for

c: tirif typp of information, feeling that ii more accurately simulated .
.

play -by -play account's. We would attribute the relatively high level of
. -

recall of color inferrnation to the uniqueniss or novelty of such infor-
. . . .1

r ' motion in the baseball context. ., . . _
....

. While the frequency variable significantly influenced perfotrnanoe,/ )bete wasilittle differential effect of frequency upon HK and LX per-
. .. forThance. Similarly, the scrambled versus normal order had tittles". . 'I

r ieffect in this study. In one sense, 'these two negative results are im-
. - I

portant, for in comparing HK and LK groups, it sometimes is almost ,
.

.1as important to determine where differences do not'exist, as it els to .. .
.. c.determine where they do exist, With respect to the lack of effects of . .

scrambling the information, the testing procedure of the present
. a .. . .

S
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, . . .. . .

experiMent May halve ;rtitigated against obtaining such ap effect. Ex-
. ..- ,

pertinent& 6 and 6A involved asking speoliic questions, wil.hthe ques-

tion and answer both aerivecl from one sentence, and fot within:
;

'sentence inforniatiop, scrxmliling may have little effect. In Expert..v
'

resent 4, hcwoeveir, in Which an effect of scrambling was obtained, ..
re calf was of the- inforniation of consecutive.sentences.f . a

.
. .

General Discussion
, r

pro$fded
1 t ..'

, Thelwesent results profed nt affirmative 'answer to the first
. of i'a queer& the introductory section, thei of whether HK individuals

s
.

.t
tithe

.. .

actually acquire neysdulnatn-related information more readily than ' , , .. ;
LK indiviclefels. Moreover,"the findings of Edperimeni ti% indUated ..' .

-th.V-fte4-4841111-the-41K-indi4texelv-actirtre bavebuffrivicted-hrt. ...

tion more readily, but once Acquired, they retained 'it ,bettor'tlian LK

individuals; E'urillertrtore, in
.

demonstrating such differences between . .
. .

HK and LK incliviclu4is, the present research extends our knowledge of,
alt ,

ea ert and novice perfotrnance differences. With the possible excepti
.

.

. .
of Reitman.(1976) and of Loftus and Loftus 0974), previous research on

differences in the eipe and novice focused primarily upon processingi
differences of Arrcep at prci,cestsing (e.g.; Chase ei Simon, 1973a),... .
and not upon informatton asquisition. it is of rnore.than passing-inter-
est to note that the present Papersitey be viewed as an extettsiott of the

previous work becauseithlt rnechanldris-pic;po sod in the present paper
-,

to account for the 14K and LK acquisition alfierences.,

v.
are based upon/. .

perceptual processing concepts. . ,
-. . e ..

%

. Considering the seconqitestion of the intrOduellon, that of the

processes underlying the actiVion differences, the iresent formjla-
don attributes such acqUisittion differenes to a re.latively itraightforl.
whit' principle termed structural mapping. Basically, this principle
asserts that the HK individual acquires dornsAn-related information *

more readily than the LK individual 'because the mire highly developed
.
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memory structure of the HK individual enables him/her to "provide
"Imore meaning" to the particular input information. The view thus

aseutnes that we tend to acquire what we understand, and the HK indi-

vidual understands more becausd his/her knowledge of concepts,

higtter-ordered structures, tituatiOns, SAS sequences, and strategies
7. A

is much greater than that of the LK individual.

The results of the present experiments present.a type of con., 0,
verging evidence for the above'poeition. The finclAgs of Experimet-it 1

4 support the notion that there are differences in the nature of baseball
. concepts in the Inc add LK individuals. While the. experiment only

.1..: :. . ..*

' twelve& study of a limited set of baseball - related concepts, the data)
- neverthiless indicated that the conceptual relations 4p.1_,..diyasured.....

iiiii,Sroc.edimesy are different for H.Kand LK individuate, and that HK
... individuals are in greater agreerhent among themselves regarding

4c.., ,
conceptual rotations than the LK individuals. These findings are in

. .
. ''' agreement with the result showing that as a person learns, the material

- . . . .''. ,_ of a giveh subject matter area, one' e.organization of the material more
f

. Clo'I. sely approxiMatea. that-of the expert (Shavelsen, 1972)...

The results 4 Eiperbnent2 supported the idea that domain-
...ft.4 .

in ilK4related concepts are moie
4

differentiated n thaain LK individuals,. 4P v
while the results of Experiment 3 supported the idea that HK Individuals

. .-
should have a more extensive and more appropriate (in terms of goal

structure) knowledge 9f SAS sequences. .An isstie ratbed in Experi.. 0 . .-
.meitt 3 is that sincethe rather lepsely defined "Open" knd "Mooed"
7vnrlibleyietd.edsighigtnit'elletctel, 3 facter that may be important to

. acquisitiin ii, e extent to.which a given Chpikt restricts the possible .4
.,range of subsequeAt events. Indeed, a queetion for future considers-

tioninvolveshow thCacqUiSition can be influenced by the HK individual's
A.. . . . .

ggeater knowledge of what comes next in any situation., .Does, for exam-

ple,
t

Ne, an,HK rieysop remember tin unexpected or imexpected eVeht, bet-

ter; One4cruld argim the casp either way, Ve., easier dpping ver-. ..
. "sus *type of nOvialty effect.,

r ;
. . .
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The results of Experirrients 4$5, and 6 point to what perhaps is
the strongest West obtiined in the'series of experiments: The HK
individuals are able to utiliZe context muctrmore than the LK.indi-

.
viduais. Within the present.frarnework, this rdsult is attributed to
the fact that because HK individuals have a more developed knowledge

of SAS sequences, tktey are more readily able to map the sequential

information onto their mempri 'structure. Of pirticular note is 'the
result of Experiment 5 whfch hicates that one reason why HK recall

:is generally superior to LK recall is because the HK individual is able
r '

touse the context at input to generate subsequent recall. This result °
has two implications of note.' First, it suggepts that mere kuntvledge.
able individuals have better "'memories," at least in part, ecause
they are better able to,generate responses by using other.information

't they 160W for cueing purpos . Second, the.results at leas raise.
question of the extent to ch individuals, and HK tattier-
ticular. furnish their own context at input implicitly by bringing to bear

psompthing they kgow to the input situation. Obviously, it is difficult to
demonstrate such implicit occurrence of infdirination.

Taken as a whole, the experiments provide evidence fOr the formu-
lation presented earlier, and although at this stage of development the

framework is, of necessityt quite general, the experimental findings
nevertheless are supportive of the framework and, in pirticUlar, the.
results unde;scor'e the importance of one's knowledge-of conceptual
relations,4n acquiring domain-related inforikation,

The present formulation belts an interestingielationfo the
depths -of- processing concept (e.g., Craik & Lockhart, 1972). Not
only could one argue that Mc individuals proceis information more

deeply than LK indiv iduals, but one could else use the present formu-
-

lation to help provide an interpretation of "depth....!" In particullT, the

HK individual may be presumed to proceed inpiit information at a

greater "depth"' because the information is processed.in terme..pf a
.
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more highly differentiated friemorystructure (cf. Lockhart, Craik, r-
Jacoby, 1976). Moreover; this interpretation relates "depth" to dif-
ferences of semantic processing in HK and LK individuals and not to

i
instructioial conditions such aiinstructions to process semantically
or phosioloiically.

..

..- ...
!The ie present formulation also helps to provide for the develop; v.

=tent of schema theory (cf. Anderson, Spiro, & Montague, 1977). In
A,

particulars while the principle of struatterat mapping may be viewed as
mapping inforinatidn onto a schema, the more litportant consideration. ,.
is that the occurrence of.achemalinatantiation or activation according

...)
. # to the present view is taken to be a perceptual matching process in

which the passmeters of the input information are fitted19Akisting_______
schema. Moreover, this view has the interesting implication that
since the schema are assumed to be more highly differentiated in the

NH than in the LK indivtdual, the HK individual may often need more

parireters to identify a particular salierna than-the LK inCilvidual. In

other words, to "understand" input information, the 14K individuals

often need to process more facets of that information than the LK indi-
vidual: the LK individual is able to nundeIrstand" information at his/her

lever; having relatively few facets of the information available. r
With respect to the third question posed in the introduction, that

of the relation of thetipresent work to acquisition and transfer theory,

the present findings have a number of impliCations. First, this research.,.
.

suggests that; in a more than trivial sense, one'cannot separate the -

process of,tequisition and the propels of transfer. This point has been
made before

*(e.
g. Ferguson, 1954, 19561 Voss, Note 1), but the pres

...
.

east results undi4score quite clearly that the amount and type of infor-
.

rnation an individual acquires iit itiven knowledge domain is a function

of what s/he already has learned, and that by definition, is transfer.

Furthermore, since'the I4K and LK individuals tended to-perform sirrii-.
tail)! with materials that wereliot baseball-related, the difference in

1 I, . .

I
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HK and LK acquisition may be attributed to the differences in the knowl-

edge of domain-related information and not to differences in

gents!' or some other factor. 40

A question raised by the present finding? is, of course, to what

extent knowledge of one domain facilitates the acquisitionNg iltorxna-

don in another-domain. While the present research did not address

this issue, dr answer offered by the present framework is that trans-
.

+OF
ter will occur to'the extent that the memory structure developed in one

domain containstodceptual relations employed.* the second domain.

But perhaps even more important...the present folftulation suggests

that the;more one knows in one knowledge domain, it e., the more highly
..0.

developed and differentiated the knowledge structure, the more likely

is that input information from another domain ma he ma ed ont

a

the existing memory structure and thus facilitate acquisition. In other

words, transfer 1;03:0 a given domain to a newzaomain is more fflgely'to.

occur when one's fnowledge of the gilPen domain is quite substaktial.

An instructional implication of the present work is e'learn-

inging process for _a given subject-matter domain slipuld'ireloP'exf under-..
standing of the basic concepts and relationships of the given subject-

matter domain. While.thts assertion may appear to be obvious, it tar-o$

ries with it implications that are important. In particular, it suggests
that if a person is able to recall facts in a given sutrject-matter dottlain,

she may not necessarily have the knowledge structure important for 1

$ $

acquiring new domain-related information. InSteid, the individual may

bb much like bye LK individuals of Expaiiment 5, able to recall a num-

ber. of specific propositions, but having trou ble in reaall when they

were unable A* relate the.information contained in a number Of consecu-

tive propositions. Thus, implication for instruction is rather dear--
. .

for individuals to acquire new domain-related information, it is impor-

tant that the basic concepts be understood and that higher-ordered

structures be developed that indicate how concepts are grouped and

58
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interrelated. Parenthetically, one may note that multiple-choice
A tests, unless carefully constructed, tend to produce acquisition habits

.

. that are in oppositioti to this conclusion.

Another issue requiring Consideration is the extent to which the

present framework and findings generalize to other domains of knowl-
edge. While this question IsAlearly empirical, we would -argue that

:1

1the present work is reasonably representati st domains td
*$

knooaliedge have' conceptual structures not unl e that postalatd for
baseball; there re basic concepts, there are relations among concepts,
there often are mponers to ththigh'er-ordered concepts! and con-

--

con-

ceptual ztructu yes are -related in a. tempdtal-like manner, e.g. , "If,
" thns, statements are D o b all y comma., tri_sh..e.rt 41 domaine..044tnewb.,-.

edge; Thus, pont' al science, for example, the more knowledge-..
able pe would be expected to have a somdwhat different concept of

an election than the less knowledgeable person. Moreover, recent
4

research being 'conducted On specific knowledge domains, e.g., geome-

try (Greene, 1476) and physics (Larkin & Reif, 1976; ShavelsOn. 1972/,

emphasizes relational structures in a manne'r'similar to the present
formulation. Thus, while baseball no doubt ha's itV share of unique-
characteristics ( as does any othe? domain, we would4ruggest that the

present formulation is nevertheless applicable to other knowledge do-
.

mains and that the findings reported in the present paper_could also be

obtained in analogous experiments conducted in such domains.

We want to acknowledge the fact that the present paper, for the
most part, involved the problem of We acquisition of domain related

informatiton, and the framework devdloped referred to postulated dif-

ferences in-the HI; and LK individkais as Bitch differences may influ-'

enciesequisltion. Exceptfor a few corrapents on acquisition and trans-
fer, wb_did not deal with the problem of how domain-related memory

istructures.develop in the first place, nor did we deal with how the LK

person may become an:HK person, and we did not consider what the
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s
most effective ways of training may be that would epable,the LK indi-

vidual to become an HK individual. These issues are clearly quite
important and reRuire future attention.

Finally, we wait to indicAte that our liK participants were high-
, knowledge in the sense of knowledge of the game; they were not neces-

sarily
-

high-knowledge in the sense of participation. This form of higb
knowledge thus differs from the Chase and Simon (1973a, 1973b) and

Reitman (1973) descriptions of high knowledge in that the latter were
knoerledgeable with respect to participation and, in all likelihocid, with

respect to knowledge of the game. -
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Reference Note
0

1. Voss, 3. F. Co Natoli and instruction. Tow ard a e nitive the*
of learitinst. Paper presented at NATO Conference, Amsterdam,
/Imo 15,_1977. "
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